### Stern and Kapow's Beatles Pinball Machine

- Stern and Kapow's Beatles pinball machine will immerse players in Beatlemania, harkening back to a retro-inspired playfield with a modernized twist.
- The only Beatles pinball machine ever made.
- Only 1964 games – never more.
  - 100 Diamond Edition machines with mirrored backglass.
- Each version has its own unique backglass, cabinet art and colored metal flake armor.
- Inside art blades on all versions.
- 9 timeless Beatles songs:
- Iconic introductions by Ed Sullivan.
- Custom speech and callouts by famous disk jockey and Hall of Fame radio announcer, Cousin Brucie.
- 3 drop target banks:
  - 3-bank – spell FAB
  - 4-bank – spell FOUR
  - 4-bank – spell 1964
- Jackpot target behind 3-bank drop targets.
- 4 flippers.
- Magnet in spinning record disc.
- Top playfield magnet for skill shot and other features.
- Multiple skill shots.
- Traditional plunger with autolaunch feature.
- 2 and 4 ball multiballs.
- LEDs and modern light shows.
- LCD screen.
- Simulated REEL scoring.
- Animations created for Beatles pinball.
- Video featuring The Beatles.
- Powerful SPIKE electronic system with high powered, hi-fidelity sound system with 3 channel amplifier.
- Separate treble and bass adjustment.
- CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification.
- Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs.
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[Website Link] www.sternpinball.com